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On one side, Nong Yao said, “Ole, you see, did I lie to you.”

“Nong Yao, you back off, so as not to hurt you.”Ole’s face was cold, and he looked like he was ready to
do something.

“Good.”Nong Yao immediately backstage dozens of meters, in his heart, he was expecting that Ole
could teach omi a hard lesson.

omi said, “You brought this on yourself, but don’t blame me, I wasn’t in the mood to fight with
someone of your level, but you don’t know how to behave.”

“Hmph, cut the nonsense so much, let me see if the Air Tearing Technique is really so powerful.”

“You’ll see, please do it.”

“Eye of the Divine Deer.”After saying that, Ole’s two eyes suddenly turned grey.

Tang Huan shouted, “Be careful.”

However, it was already too late, Oule’s two eyes suddenly shot out a grey light, everywhere the light
reached, all of them turned into nothing, however, there was a limit to the light, that was within a
range of more than ten meters, no wonder Oule told Nong Yao to back off.

There was no doubt as to how fast the eyes moved.

omi instantly slashed out, but, it didn’t cut through his grey light, which seemed to be invisible and
couldn’t be physically harmed. One second to remember to read the book

omi was shocked, this guy still had some strength.omi immediately applied the first layer of the Star
Shift Great Law he had practiced before, and in the blink of an eye, omi’s body flashed with an almost
invisible layer of blue light.

omi also wanted to test whether that Star Shift Great Law could really shift attacks.

omi allowed Ole’s attack to hit him, and at that very moment, omi felt like he was wearing a thick layer
of armor, all the power of the attack was concentrated on his arm, omi only needed to transfer the
power of his arm to transfer the attack.

omi happened to have a knife in his hand, so, following this power in his arm, omi cut out in a flash.

“Boom.”

omi’s slash was surprisingly powerful when it was issued, and it was not only omi’s own power, but also
the power of the strike from Ole.



“Wow.”It seemed that the sky had changed color, and Oule was frightened, he had wanted to scream,
but it was too late.

Ole’s entire body was knocked thousands of meters away in an instant, and his entire body also fell
into unconsciousness, with blood on his body, as if he had suffered extremely serious injuries.

“Ah, Ole.”Nong Yao shouted, seeing the immortal Ole, Nong Yao was silly, not expecting omi to lay
such a heavy hand.

omi and Tang Huan also flew up, and it was true that Ole was hurt very badly.

Tang Huan was busy saying, “Husband, why did you lay such a heavy hand, just send him away, if you
kill him, it will be a problem.”

“I didn’t lay a very heavy hand, if you want to blame it on him, it’s better to say that he was injured by
me than killed by his own power.”

“What do you mean?”

“Huanhuan, I forgot to tell you before, I went into the spell department’s stash the other day, I saw
half a good spell called Star Shift Dafa, so I couldn’t help but learn it, I just cast Star Shift Dafa, I
returned all of the power that Ole attacked me with, to him.”

“Ah, so.”

“Yes.”

“But, the Star Shift Great Law is not even that easy to practice.In the history of our Immortal Academy,
there aren’t many that have been practiced either.”

“Oh, yeah, I think it’s pretty simple anyway.”

“I’m speechless,

And you said it was easy.”

“It really didn’t feel hard.Well, go up and see that Ole, don’t die, I’m not in the mood to kill him, and I
wouldn’t even be in the mood to fight him if he didn’t have to find me.”

“Mmhmm, go up and take a look.”

Over there, Nong Yao kept calling out Ole’s name.

“Ole, Ole, wake up.”

At this time, omi and Tang Huan hadn’t flown up yet.

A sudden flash of light inside Ole, while shaking Ole’s name, while making a secret effort, almost in
the blink of an eye, many organs in Ole’s body, were destroyed, it was just unconscious, but, after
being made a secret move by Nong Yao, it was even worse.

Nong Yao was about to continue his secret hand and kill Ole, when omi shouted, “Get out of my way.”



omi had already come up, so Nong Yao had to let go, but, Ole was already incredibly serious, and he
was afraid that he wouldn’t be able to live for long.

Nong Yao said in his heart, “omi, you ‘killed’ Ole, I’ll see if you can still get a foothold in the Immortal
Academy, hahaha.”

omi busily went up and checked Ole’s body, omi’s face changed, “How could it be so serious, no way,
that just now, was it really that strong?”

Tang Huan saw that omi’s face was not right, and busily came up and asked, “How is it?”

“It’s not good, Ole, it’s no different than the living dead.”

“Ah.”Tang Huan was shocked.

“Wasn’t he just unconscious just now?”

“The living dead is also a type of coma.”omi didn’t even know that Nong Yao had made a secret move
and thought that he was really the one who had injured him, after all, he had just used the Star Shifting
Great Law and was still using it at the first level, so he didn’t have a clear perception of the power of
his shot.

“Husband, what should we do?”

At that moment, Nong Yao snorted, “You actually killed Ole.”

omi yelled, “Kill your sister, he is just unconscious, which eye of yours saw him die.”

Nong Yao said, “He’s so badly injured now, how long do you think he can last?”

“As long as he’s not dead yet, then he’s not dead, alright, let’s just forget about it, I’ll take Ole to the
Xian Dan Department for treatment, I’ll definitely cure him.Nong Yao, I advise you not to chew the
crap out of it.”

“Can’t I even be vocal about my friend’s death?Letting you get away with it?”

“Pah.”omi slapped over.

“I say again, he’s not dead, I’ll be in charge of treating him, do you f*cking wish he was dead?”

“Well, you take him away, who knows which day he’ll die.”

“It doesn’t matter, you can always go to the Department of Immortal Pill, a teacher named Gutta to
check.”

Tang Huan urged, “Husband, don’t bother with him, hurry up and go, he’ll really die later.”

omi took Ole with him and quickly went to the Immortal Pillar Department.

No matter what, omi still had to try his best to rescue Ou Le.

Nong Yao looked at omi’s back and grunted, “Pocky, I was so close to killing Ole, how good would it be
if he died on the spot, damn it.However, I don’t believe that Ole will still be alive, omi, I will always go



to the Xian Dan Department to take a look, if he is not dead, I will find a way to get Ole killed again, as
long as Ole is dead, I will report it to the academy, at that time, bring you to justice.”

Poor omi, he didn’t know that Nong Yao, the villain’s deeds, would be counted on omi’s head as long as
Ole died afterwards.
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